What am I Paying For When I Hire a Domestic Law Attorney?
Hourly rate and retainer fee: $175.00 an hour with a flexible retainer
The initial retainer fee is paid at the first conference. We never know exactly how
long it will take to finalize a divorce, but the level of conflict between the parties
involved often can give us a rough estimate of how long it will take and how much it
will cost to obtain results.
During a divorce, it is important to protect your interests and continuously work
towards your desired outcome. This could be done in a matter of months or could
take years of continuous litigation. That is why a flexible retainer and hourly fees
are in place.

What is a Retainer Fee?
Hourly fees are pretty self-explanatory. However, you may
not be as familiar with retainer fees. A retainer fee is a small
amount that is paid to an attorney on a regular basis. In
return, the attorney performs some legal services whenever
the client needs them. Having an attorney on retainer is
important during a divorce because you never know when you
will have questions or need legal counsel during this unstable
time. You may need to contact your attorney if there are
issues with custody, shared finances, or if harassment occurs
and you want to be able to do so when necessary.

Whether you need a confident and assertive courtroom voice to represent you during
the divorce or want to reach an agreement outside of the courtroom, our attorneys
are here to help make that happen.
At Oswald Law, we live in the community and serve the central Kansas area. We will
be here to see the whole case through. There are also specific strategies associated
with each case that need to consider the Court and the Judge. Your case strategy will
consider all relevant factors.
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